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At the Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, we have been migrating several 
previously-published geologic maps into the new USGS Geologic Map Schema, or GeMS. This 
talk covers our workflow, including challenges and decision points, tools that we developed, and 
steps that we automated. We prioritized maps in older formats and currently-unavailable datasets 
with the goal of improving the data products that we offer for download on our website. We also 
worked to establish our in-house conventions for producing GeMS-compliant geologic maps.  

The workflow begins by evaluating the dataset, setting up the appropriate GeMS containers for 
the data, and restructuring the data to fit the GeMS model. As it continues, the workflow can be 
split, with some tasks completed in parallel; for instance, features can be sorted into GeMS-
compliant layers while the Glossary and Description of Map Units tables are built. We bring 
these threads back together by importing the tables into the geodatabase, then begin GeMS 
completeness checklists and validation. We have started this process with 21 separate maps, and 
at this point two maps are nearly completed.  

We have developed some tools and documentation to help with the GeMS conversion process, 
including python scripts, quick reference sheets, and workflow steps. These resources are ready 
to be shared, and we hope they are useful to other organizations as they convert maps into 
GeMS. All of these resources, including the full script of this DMT presentation, can be found in 
our Github repository: https://github.com/wgnhs/gems 
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Geologic maps as databases in the 

USGS Geologic Map Schema “GeMS”
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Aspects of GeMS 
● Geometry 

○ Features in the proper layers 

○ Topology 

● Attributes and related tables

○ All GeMS-required fields present and filled out

○ All original data captured in the GeMS style 

● Metadata 

● Symbology 

○ Style file or representations

● Other files required (PDF layout, .mxd, etc.) 



This project 
Establish and document a workflow for converting into GeMS

Use the GeMS toolbox  

Improve the efficiency of individual steps in the workflow through Python scripts, 

custom ArcMap toolboxes, etc. 

Establish our conventions for following GeMS, to enforce consistency across our 

data products 



GeMS is flexible
DECISIONS: 

estimating confidence values 

terms to use for ‘type’ attributes

represent features as points or as lines

hierarchy key assignment 

paragraph style descriptions 

how to cite the map 

which definitions to use in the Glossary

which layers are best suited for which points

 

 









Workflow



Stage your folders

Convert to geodatabase 

if needed

Collect original data & metadata



Examine data

extract domains from original metadata 

with Python script (see github), including 

coded domains and unit descriptions 

original metadata

table



Data Source Citation

Create this in Word for future use 

USGS citation style



Feature 

classes

DMUGlossary

Add any type value 

to the master glossary





Type = 

glacial striation

*point features 

(not lines)





Feature 

classes

DMUGlossary

Add all units to 

DMU in .xls

Add any type value 

to the master glossary

Copy the empty 

template .xls

Ask a geologist 

to complete DMU

Decide which terms to 

use in Type fields

 



Feature 

classes

DMUGlossary

Add all units to 

DMU in .xls

Add any type value 

to the master glossary

Copy the empty 

template .xls

Ask a geologist 

to complete DMU

Decide which terms to 

use in Type fields

 

Sort features 

into layers 

Quick reference 

sheets (see github)  



Quick reference sheets (see github)  



Drumlins: 

Geologic Lines 

layer

Glacial striations: 

Orientation Points 

layer



unique set of attributes → unique feature class



DirectionPoints

feature class



Add fields to match up to GeMS, 

populate attribute values 

Combined add-populate python script (see github) 

Un-do coded domains

(if you didn’t get this from the metadata)

Custom toolbox (see github) 



Preliminary topology 

check and fix errors

Create GeMS database

Load features into 

GeMS database 



Feature 

classes

DMU

Glossary

Import to GeMS

DMU table
Correct all 

type values 

Glossary table

DMU table

Complete Data Sources table



Run the Validate Database tool 

and correct errors 

Add any custom fields and layers to 

“myGeMSDefinitions.py” (in the GeMS 

Tools Scripts folder) so they will be 

referenced by the metadata script

By now, you must have decided on all layers and fields that will be included

Run GeMS Topology check 

and correct errors



Populate feature dataset metadata in 

ArcCatalog

Run the metadata tool 

Reference: 

An example of FGDC metadata for a geologic map: 

https://geo-nsdi.er.usgs.gov/metadata/map-i/2395/metadata.html

The Esri Illustrated Guide to FGDC metadata: 

http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.6/manage-data/metadata/il

lustrated-guide-to-complete-fgdc-metadata.htm

*print this? 

The map’s original metadata file

http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.6/manage-data/metadata/illustrated-guide-to-complete-fgdc-metadata.htm
http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.6/manage-data/metadata/illustrated-guide-to-complete-fgdc-metadata.htm
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